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Innovative assembly process proves its worth 
Anxious to constantly improve the production steps for its products, JESA, the Swiss manufacturer and 
developer of ball-bearing and plastic injection solutions, has developed an assembly process that is already 
proving its worth. 

Well-known in various market segments such as automobiles, industry, medicine, consumer goods and 
construction, Fribourg company JESA based at Villars-sur-Glâne and a market player for more than 
45 years, is positioning itself as a supplier of innovative solutions in the market for precision ball-bearings 
containing engineering or hybrid polymers. JESA is responsible for all stages in the process, from design to 
industrialisation to production. 

Annex 1: Dynamic mechanical unit assembled by injection in 10 seconds instead of 1.5 minutes 

 

Innovative new production process 

JESA has implemented a new assembly procedure in order to optimise its manufacturing process for large 
volumes of complex units (several million pieces/year). Developed just 4 years ago by the company’s team 
of experts, this manufacturing process has already proven itself in the automotive market. In fact, it allows 
the production of complete units at a competitive price and a significant reduction in costs, as well as 
eliminating no fewer than 5 assembly steps. That’s a time savings of more than 50%. It also allows for just 
one supplier of a sub-assembly instead of five, and reduces waste by replacing injection moulding - no 
mean feat in a world increasingly focussed on ecology.  

Annex 2: Multiple-insert plastic injection mould for assembling several components in a single operation 

 

Success rewarded 

JESA has manufactured no fewer than 3 million units over the past 4 years using this fully automatic line.  

The process gained recognition in 2012-2013 when it won the prize for innovation (SME category) of the 
Canton of Fribourg. 

Annex 3: JESA headquarters at Villars-sur-Glâne in the Swiss canton of Fribourg (Switzerland) 

Annex 4: JESA solution 
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About us 

JESA, founded in 1969 by Mr. Joseph Egger in Villars-sur-Glâne in the Swiss Canton of Fribourg, is currently a 
limited company of the POLYGENA group and employs a workforce of approximately 200 people. A specialist in 
bespoke precision ball bearing solutions and units containing engineering polymers, JESA has been a leading 
player in this market for over 45 years. With a worldwide presence through sales offices in Germany, the USA, 
France, Great Britain and also in China, its turnover is around 50 million Swiss francs. JESA regularly invests in 
cutting-edge technology production equipment in order to pursue its journey towards operational excellence. 
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Contacts 

To contact JESA: 

Dorothée Perriard 
Marketing & Communication Specialist 
Tel:  +41 26 408 47 80 
Email: marketing@jesa.com 
 
Web: www.jesa.com 
Youtube : https://www.youtube.com/user/Spinningsolutions 
LinkedIn : http://www.linkedin.com/company/jesa-sa/ 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/JesaSolutions 
Google+: https://plus.google.com/+JESABearingSolutions 
  

http://www.jesa.com/
https://www.youtube.com/user/Spinningsolutions
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Annex 3 : JESA headquarters at Villars-sur-Glâne in the Swiss canton of Fribourg (Switzerland) 
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Annex 4 : JESA solution 
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